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ATTIMES, I cannot help wondering horv classical gui-
tar can define itself in contemporar5r terms. What fol-
lows is alistof obsewations and open-ended questions
brought up in the style of a favourite NewYork char-
acter sketch by Saturdng Nightliue actor Mike Myers.
who, dressed in drag as his Jewish mother-in-law.
used to say: 'I will give you a topic Tooooaawk among
ya-selues.'

Is it exclusively the guitar's constmction that makes
it classical? Is there something about the traditional
fusion of rosewood, cedar, spruce or maple with six
nylon-strings that is inherenfly'classical'?

Some will recall the firestorm of arguments that
ensued after luthier trichard Bmn€'s proclamation
ttrat today's modern classical guitar is, in respect to its
construction, identical to the Torres model first used
by flamenco players. This implies that the division
between classical and flamenco cannotreallybe found
in the instmment itself, but in the repertoire each pro-
motes.

So can reperloire make the guitar classical or not?
And, then, does classical guitar composition reside
exclusively in the domain of cenhrries-old music? If
arry kind of music is played on a nylon-string guitar,
does this automatically make it classical music any
more than if it had been played upon a steel-string? Is
this a road that a classical guitarist must never travel
down, even though such'fingerstyle' artists as Michael
Chapdelaine and Muriel Anderson have both received
classical training?

How much raiding of other ethnic and folk idioms is
permissible? Althouglr it is acceptable for classical
guitarists to play riffs lifted from the indigenous street-
music of Spain Wrenco) and Brazil (ctnro and
soLmbcr), playrng the indigenous street-music of
America - the blues for example - woultl land you on
the kerb outside a foster home for rock guitarists. The
most obvious reason for this is that the blues strikes
too closely to the roots of rocknroll, a gerlre which is
both brash and in its relative infancy compared to
classical music; not unlike Americas history com-
pared to Europe's. So must classical music remain
rmder European influence? If this be the case, how
then did I-atin-American music make it past the velvet
rope?

If a guitarist a-rranges a poptrlar rock tune for the
nylon-string guitar, can the piece or its player still be
considered classical?

Conversely, if a classical player decides to utilise an
electric guitar for an item ofthe classical reperlory cart
they still be considered a classical guitarist?

kr the same respect, if, in search of a new palette of
sounds on the nylon-string guitar, a guitarist decides
to clip various strings together and jam chopsticks
beneath them while playing the whole concoction with
the guitar positioned sideways upon their lap, can they
still be considered classical in their approach? Both
the IAGQ and Benjamin Verdery have used prepared
guitars for their compositions, so where do they stand?
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Does a piece have to be melodic or can it be grind-
ing!,v atonal to the point of {iightening small animals
and still be considerbd classical? Did the debut of
Stravirrskv's Rite of Spring forever leave us a terrible
legary of having to grin and bear unendurable
Emperor's Nerv Clothes new-music for fear that we
might be missing out on this year's Stravinsky model?

Is it sanctioned tmining that makes a guitarist clas-
sical? Ifs rare in the classical guitar-world to find
marquee narnes that are not atbached to an exhaus-
tive list of rnaster-classes and diplomas from the finer
academic institutions. It is also rare to find a classical
guitarist who has developed an immediately recognis-
able style and sourtd achieved by following their
instincts and initiative alone.

Although an average citizen might readily discern
the differences between Eric Clapton, Django
Reinhardt and Eddie Cochran, would a similarly
untrained musician be able to immediately identify the
differences in a blind taste-test between three different
periormances of Kogtailtabd? Is the goal of a classical
guitaristto be a unique and identifiable manipr,rlator of
sound, or is a classical guitarisfs primary objective
defined by how well they serve a composel? Is the lat-
ter possibly the tmest definition of a classical musi-
cian?

Is a guitarist, given they have a proven ability to play
standard classical repertoire, who writes their own
music considered a classical musician as long as their
music is performed exclusively upon a classical gui-
taf?

Is classical guitar defined by a particular dress code?
If a composer receives a commission fi:om a major

academic foundation to write for a classical guitarist,
would that necessarily make that person a classical
composer{2 That is, does the academic sanction certi-

ff the music as more or less classical? If Paul
McCarkrey or Elvis Costello composed orchestral
works and operas, would they be considered contem-
porary classical composers in this respect? Or, do
their previous dalliances with popular culture leave

them forever tarnished?
Itis evident that USAuniversities and music colleges

offer fewer fi-urding, scholarship and job opportunities
for guitar students, so does this indicate that the clas-
sical music industry still perceives classical guitarists
as their countr5r peasant cousins - charming r-rnder the
right circumstances but not really considered mar-
riageable stocl{? Why do classical guitarists try so

hard to be like orchestral musicians? Is the guitar
well-served by ttris association?

My old \rlriting professor, Richard Stern, used to
wonder if he and his associates Phillip Roth and Saul
Bellow might have been ill-sewed by the comforl of
professorships at such an early stage of their careers.

Perhaps they might have become even better at their
art had they joined the cacophony of the everyday'

Does classical guitar debase itsef in iustifying itsef
to the wrong crowd?
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